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A Note on the Similarity among Phrases of Recommendation in Japanese: 
1. Introduction 
N1-nara N2, N1-wa N2, and N1-no N2* 
Takashi Shizawa 
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In Japanese, some short expressions can serve as phrases of recommendation, as 
exemplified below (the expressions in the single quotation markers in (1) are the literal 
translations of the examples): 
(1) a. sikaku-nara yuukyan 
'If qualification, then U-CAN' 
b. sikaku-wa yuukyan 
'Speaking of qualification, U-CAN' 
c. sikaku-no yuukyan 
'Qualification's U-CAN' 
The expressions in (1) are each composed of two nOl11inal expressions (hereafter, N 1 and 
N2) and an expression connecting them, i.e. the conditional conjunction -nara, the topic 
marker -wa, or the postposition -no. 1 Although the superficial forms are slightly different, 
they are quite similar in that they are often used in advertisements as sales messages. 
That is, N2 is presented as the best or most desirable example relevant to N I. SO the three 
expressions in (1) are all roughly interpreted as "U-CAN is the best company with regard 
to qualifications." 
This article is concerned with the semantics and pragmatics of N1-nara/wa/no N2 
constnlctions such as those in (1). The main claims are the following three: 
(2) In NI-naralwalno N2 constructions: 
a. Nominal expressions occurring in the NI position must be non-referential. 
b. Nominal expressions occurring in the N2 position are referential. 
c. The relation between N 1 and N2 can be construed semantically or 
pragmatically as that of an attribute and its subject. 
* I wish to express my deepest gratitude to Yukio I-Erose for helpful comments on an earlier version 
of this article. My thanks also go to the following people: Akihiko Sakamoto, Masaki Yasuhara, Satoshi 
Suzuki, and Keita Ikarashi. Needless to say, remaining errors are my ovm. 
I In this article, I treat the marker no as a postposition (P), following Nishiyama (2003). According 
to Nishiyama, the postposition no in the N I-no N2 construction only indicates some pragmatic relation 
between NI and N2: NI-no N2 means "the N2 that has relationship R with N I." Thus, in what follows, I 
will use R as the abbreviation of Relation to represent the meaning of no in the glosses of examples. 
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The organization of this article is as follows. Section 2 briefly mentions previous 
studies. Section 3 examines the semantic difference between N I and N2, and points out 
that the former is non-referential and the latter is referential. Section 4 claims that the 
relation of NI and N2 is that of an attribute and its subject. Section 5 gives concluding 
remarks. 
2. Previous Studies 
Before going into a detailed discussion, let me touch briefly upon previous studies 
on NI-nara/wa/no N2 constructions. What should be pointed out here is that all of the 
three constructions have been regarded as peripheral and have been treated as exceptional: 
few, if any, studies have paid special attention to them. 
For example, Mikami (1960) deals with N-nara constructions, comparing nara and 
wa as topic markers. Suzuki (1991) and Takanashi (1995) take up N-nara constructions 
in terms of conditional constructions, but they do not distinguish N I-nara N2 constructions 
from N-nara S(entence) constructions? Morita (1990) gives an example of Nj-wa N2 
constructions (hana-wa sakuragi, hito-wa busi 'As the cherry blossom is best in flowers, 
the samurai is best in human beings'), but does not analyze them in detail. Koya (2010) 
examines Nj-no N2 constructions and points out that N j serves as a merkmal or salient 
characteristic of N2, following Nishiyama's (2003) classifications of NP-no NP 
constructions in general. 
However, to the best of my knowledge, no researchers have focused on the 
parallelism of the three constructions or have tried to deal with them in a unified l11anner. 
Therefore I will develop the argument that follows without referring to them unless 
necessary. 
3. The Semantics of Nt and N2: Non-referential vs. Referential 
In this section, I will investigate the semantic characteristics of nominal expressions 
occurring as N I and N2. 
3.1. NJ Is Non-referential 
To begin with, let us consider the nature of N I. What should be noted here is that 
NPs occurring in the N 1 position are non-referential in that they have no token reference 
identifiable to both the speaker and hearer. To put it differently, a non-referential NP 
alone can occur as the N] of N ]-nara/wa/no N2 constructions. Observe the following 
examples:3 
2 For more details about the distinction between NI-nara N2 constructions and N-nara S 
constructions, see Shizawa (to appear). 
3 The abbreviations used in the glosses of examples are as follows: Top=topic marker, R=relation, 
(3) a. sikaku-naralwalno yuukyan 
qualification-if/Top/R U-CAN 
'U-CAN is the best company with regard to qualifications.' 
b. ee kaiwa-naralwalno berurittu 
English conversation-if/Top/R Berlitz 
'Berlitz is the best school with regard to English conversation.' 
c. nihon syu-naralwalno daisiti syuzoo 
Japanese sake-if/Top/R Daishichi Sake Brewery 
'Daishichi Syuzoo is the best brewer with regard to Japanese sake.' 
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Let us focus on the nominal expressions in the NI positions in (3). Note here that they do 
not seem to refer to specific referents. In this connection, Takanashi (1995) points out 
that the N in the N-nara conditional construction (including N]-nara N2 constructions like 
the examples in (3)) is generic and refers to a category or group. As far as the examples 
in (3) are concerned, the same is true for N]-walno N2 constructions. 
According to NishiYaI11a (2003), generic noun phrases are referential in that they 
refer to types to which token entities belong. However, it is not the case that we regard 
the N J of the three constructions as referential. Let us consider the following example: 
(4) zoo-wa hana-ga naga-l 
elephant-Top nose-Nom long-Pred 
'Elephants have long trunks.' 
Sentence (4) is what is called a generic sentence. The subject NP zoo 'elephant' is 
generic in that it does not refer to a specific elephant; rather, it refers to a type or group to 
which elephants belong. In this sense, the subject NP is referential. We can add the 
phrase to yuu mono 'that which is called' to the subject NP of generic sentences: 
(5) zoo to yuu mono-wa hana-ga naga-i 
elephant that which is called-Top nose-Nom long-Pred 
'That which is called elephant has a long trunk.' 
In contrast, the addition of the phrase to yuu mono to the N J renders the examples in (3) 
unacceptable: 
Nom=nominative case, Pot=potential marker, Pred =predicate marker. In what follows, English 
translations in the single quotation marks represent the intended meaning of N I-nara/wa/no N2 
constructions. 
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(6) a. * sikaku to yuu mono-nara/wa/no yuukyan 
'U-CAN is the best company with regard to that which is called 
qualification. ' 
b. * ee kaiwa to yuu mono-nara/wa/no berurittu 
'Berlitz is the best school with regard to that which is called English 
conversation. ' 
c. * nihon syu to yuu mono-nara/wa/no daisiti syuzoo 
'Daishichi Sake Brewery is the best brewer with regard to that which is 
called Japanese sake.' 
The unacceptability of (6) shows that the Nl of those constructions is different from the 
subject NP of generic sentences in that the former does not refer to a type or group. 
The following examples further corroborate that the N 1 is non-referential. 
(7) a. * sono sikaku-nara/wa/no yuukyan 
that qualification-iflTop/R U-CAN 
'U-CAN is the best company with regard to that qualification.' 
b. * ano ee kaiwa-nara/wa/no berurittu 
that English conversation-iflTop/R Berlitz 
'Berlitz is the best school with regard to that English conversation.' 
c. * kono nihon syu-nara/wa/no daisiti syuzoo 
this Japanese sake-iflTop/R Daishichi Sake Brewery 
'Daishichi Sake Brewery is the best brewer with regard to this Japanese 
sake.' 
(8) a. * lnittu-no sikaku-nara/wa/no yuukyan 
three qualification-iflTop/R U-CAN 
'U-CAN is the best company course with regard to three qualifications.' 
b. * takusan-no ee kaiwa-nara/wa/no berurittu 
many English conversation-if/Top/R Berlitz 
'Berlitz is the best school with regard to many English conversations.' 
c. * ooku-no nihon syu-nara/wa/no daisiti syuzoo 
much Japanese sake-iflTop/R Daishichi Sake Brewery 
'Daishichi Sake Brewery is the best brewer with regard to much Japanese 
sake.' 
In (7), the deictic expressions sono 'that', ano 'that', and kono 'this' are added to the N1s, 
which renders the examples ungramlnatical. Likewise, in (8), the addition of quantifiers 
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such as mittu-no 'three', takusan-no 'many', and ooku-no 'much' to the Njs makes the 
examples ungran1ll1atical. It is generally acknowledged that deictic expressions and 
quantifiers are essentially referential (cf. Nishiyama (2003:125)). The facts shown in 
(6)-(8) confirm that nominal expressions that can occur in the position ofN] are essentially 
non-referential. 
3.2. N2 1s Referential 
In the last subsection, it has been clarified that the position ofN, in N]-nara/wa/no 
N2 constructions allows non-referential nominals alone. Now let us turn our attention to 
N2. Let us examine the exmnples in (3), repeated here as (9): 
(9) a. sikaku-naralwalno yuukyan 
qualification-if/ToplR U-CAN 
'U-CAN is best with regard to qualifications.' 
b. ee kaiwa-naralwalno berurittu 
English conversation-if/ToplR Berlitz 
'Berlitz is the best school with regard to English conversation.' 
c. nihon syu-naralwalno daisiti syuzoo 
Japanese sake-if/Top/R Daishichi Sake Brewery 
'Daishichi Sake Brewery is the best brewer with regard to Japanese sake.' 
In the exmnples in (9), the N2s (i.e. yuukyan, berurittu, and daisiti syuzoo) are proper 
nouns referring to particular, actual companies in the real world. In this sense, they have 
token referents and thus are referential by nature. In other words, the position of N2 is 
where referential nominals can occur. This is further confirmed by the fact that deictic 
expressions such as kono 'this' and koko 'here' can occur in N2: 
(10) a. sikaku-nara koko/soko 
qualification-if here/there 
'This/That is the best schoolicOlnpany with regard to qualifications.' 
b. ee kaiwa-wa kono kyoozai. 
English conversation-Top this teaching material 
'This is the best teaching material with regard to English conversation.' 
c. mnai gyooza-no kono omise 
delicious gyoza-R this shop 
'This is the best shop with regard to delicious gyoza.' 
From the above observation, we can conclude that the position ofN2, as opposed to that of 
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N b is where referential nominals can occur. 
4. The Relation between N} and N2: Attribute and Its Subject 
In this section, we will consider the relation between N 1 and N2.4 In the previous 
section we have seen that N 1 is in the position wherein non-referential nominals should 
occur, while N2 is in the position wherein referential nominals can occur. It is well 
known that non-referential nOlninal expressions denote attributes (cf. Kuno (1970)). On 
the other hand, the nominals in N2, which have particular token referents, should be 
interpreted as individuals. Thus the relation between N j and N2 can be schematically 
represented as follows: 
(11) N 1 [attribute ]-nara/wa/no NAindividual] 
Clearly, the representation in (11) shows that we should interpret the relation between N j 
and N2 as that between an attribute and its subject. In this connection, Koya (2010: 198) 
takes a similar view of N 1-no N2 constructions: as Inentioned earlier, he claims that in 
this construction, N 1 serves as a merkmal. His term merlonal, a German word, means 
salient characteristics ofN2. In this sense, Koya's view is compatible with mine to SOlne 
extent. 
For a better understanding of the attribute-subject relation, let us observe the 
following examples: 
(12) a. tuka-eru densi zisyo-naralwa/no ekusuwaado 
use-Pot electronic dictionary-i£'ToplR Ex-word 
'Ex-word is the best e-dictionary in terms of usefulness. ' 
b. oisi-i osake-naralwalno kosinokanbai 
delicious-Pred. sake-if/ToplR Koshinokambai 
'Koshinokambai is the best Japanese sake in tenns of taste.' 
Expression (l2a) recoilllnends an electronic dictionary nmned Ex-word, which belongs to 
a group referred to as tuka-eru zisyo 'useful dictionary' .. Likewise, expression (l2b) 
recoilllnends a kind of Japanese sake named kosinokanbai. In both examples, the N1s 
represent groups or categories that the N2s belong to. That is, the Njs represent 
categorical properties (cf. Masuoka (2008:6)). In cases such as these, N1 is semantically 
construed as an attribute ofN2. 
Let us turn our attention to other examples wherein N j represents an attribute other 
4 This section is partially based on Shizawa (to appear). 
than a categorical one: 
(13) a. sikaku-naralwa/no yuukyan 
qualification-iflTop/R U-CAN 
'U-CAN is best with regard to qualifications.' 
b. nihon syu-naralwalno daisiti syuzoo 
Japanese sake-ifJ'Top/R Daishichi Sake Brewery 
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(=(9a)) 
(=(9c)) 
'Daishichi Sake Brewery is the best brewer with regard to Japanese sake.' 
c. kankoo-naralwalno kyooto 
sightseeing-if/Top/R Kyoto 
'Kyoto is the best place to visit for sightseeing.' 
d. ame-naralwalno Tutiya Keeiti. 
rain-ifnop/R Tsuchiya Kei-ichi 
'In rainy conditions, Kei-ichi Tsuchiya is the fastest driver.' 
In the expressions in (13), the Njs do not denote the categories to which the referents ofN2 
belong. In the case of (13a), yuukyan is a company which provides correspondence 
courses for lifelong learning including sikaku 'qualification'. In other words, sikaku is 
one of its justifications for existence. In this sense sikaku is equivalent to the telic role of 
qualia structure in the sense of Pustejovsky (1995).5 Needless to say, qualia structure 
encodes information about particular properties and activities associated with lexical items. 
In this way, we have sufficient reason to think of sikaku as an attribute of the company 
yuukyan. 
The example in (13b) can be explained in ahnost the same way as the case of(13a). 
Nihon syu 'Japanese sake' is a product by the brewer daisiti syuzoo. Conversely, daisiti 
syuzoo, as the name syuzoo 'sake brewery' indicates, is a cOlnpany exclusively producing 
sake, and thus cannot exist without sake. That is, nihon syu can be construed as the 
raison d'etre of daisiti syuzoo. In this sense, we can construe nihon syu as an essential 
property of dais iti syuzoo. 
In the case of(13c), kankoo 'sightseeing' cannot be construed as the raison d'etre of 
Kyoto, because Kyoto does not exist for sightseeing alone. However, it cannot be denied 
that at least in our encyclopedic knowledge, Kyoto is famous for sightseeing. In this 
sense, sightseeing can serve as a merkmal of Kyoto. 
At first sight, the expression in (13d) is problematic for my claim in that it is difficult 
to construe ame 'rain' as an attribute of human beings. However, if we have 
encyclopedic knowledge about Tutiya Keeiti, a famous racing driver, it is fully possible to 
5 In the generative lexicon theory, the term telic role is defined as the essential function and purpose of 
the referent of a lexical item. 
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regard rain as a kind of attribute for him: he has been famous for his exceptional driving 
skills in rainy conditions. He began competing in the Le Mans 24 hour races in 1994. 
In 1999, he was in the second place overall, driving a car named Toyota GT-One TS020. 
In this race, his time during the night session was the fastest, because he excels at driving 
during nighttime and in rainy conditions. Since then he has been called ame-no Tutiya 
'In rainy conditions, Tsuchiya is the fastest driver,' or yoru-no Tutiya 'In night sessions, 
Tsuchiya is the fastest driver.' In this way, we can recognize an intimate relationship 
between his driving skills and rainy conditions. Rain can be recognized as an attribute, or 
at least a defining characteristic of Tuthiya Keeiti. 
It should be noted here that in the examples in (13) the attribute-subject relation 
holds not semantically but praglnatically. That is, in N]-nara/wa/no N2 constructions, the 
relation between N] and N2 can be construed either semantically or pragmatically as that 
of an attribute and its subject. Conversely, the constructions are not accepted unless the 
attribute-subject relation holds between N] and N2 either semantically or pragmatically. 
5. Concluding Remarks 
In this article, I have been concerned with N ]-nara/wa/no N2 constructions. The 
main clailns are the following three: 
(14) In Nl-nara/wa/no N2 constructions: (=(2)) 
a. Nominal expressions occurring in the N] position must be non-referential. 
b. Nominal expressions occurring in the N2 position are referential. 
c. The relation between N I and N2 can be construed semantically or 
pragmatically as that of an attribute and its subject. 
Through a detailed examination, I have shown that the three constructions can be dealt 
with in a unified Inanner in terms of the three points in (14). 
In conclusion, I would like to touch very briefly upon the licensing condition of 
N]-nara N2 constructions. Shizawa (to appear) investigates the semantics and pragmatics 
ofN]-nara N2 constructions in detail, and proposes their licensing condition: 
(15) The License Condition of N1-nara N2 constructions 
The N]-nara N2 construction is licensed if the following two conditions are 
satisfied: 
a. The relation between N I and N2 can be construed selnantically or 
pragmatically as that of an attribute and its subject. 
b. The candidates for N2 can be compared with one another by a single 
criterion. 
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This article has shown that licensing condition (1 Sa) is shared by NI-wa/no N2 
constructions. What we should consider next is the following issues: (i) whether 
condition (ISb) can be applied to N1-wa/no N2 constructions as well, (ii) whether there is 
any other condition peculiar to each construction, and (iii) what differentiates among 
N]-nara/wa/no N2 constructions. Furthermore, the similarity between N]-nara N2 and 
N1-wa N2constructions leads us to the conjecture that conditional constructions and 
copular sentences have something in common (see also Traugott (1985) for the 
etymological relationship between nara and the copular nari 'be'). I leave these issues 
for future research. 
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